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RULANTICA’S NEW FAMILY ATTRACTION, SVALGUROK, 
IS A WORLD-LEADING PROSLIDE RIDEHOUSE® THAT 
TAKES AQUATIC PLAY TO A NEW LEVEL

Located in Rust, Germany, Europa-Park’s Rulantica is a visionary water 

park that creates a world-class entertainment experience inspired by 

some of the most famous and evocative myths our of Scandinavian 

legend. Seeing an opportunity to build on the success of their indoor 

attractions and offer even more entertainment to their guests, Europa-

Park extended the experience outdoors. This summer they opened 

a monumental ride complex at Rulantica: an instantly iconic, custom 

ProSlide RideHOUSE®. Named ‘Svalgurok’ after Rulantica’s famous sea 

serpent, this RideHOUSE®, unlike any other in the water park industry, 

incorporates spectacular feats of design, engineering, and animatronic 

theming to set a completely new standard in aquatic play.



Out-of-This-World Theming
Europa-Park set out to create one of the top water park attractions 

in all of Europe and saw that goal fulfilled. Svalgurok has been 

completely customized to seamlessly integrate into the park’s 

mythologically inspired Scandinavian theming.

The scene at Svalgurok depicts a breathtaking, awe-inspiring aquatic 

battle out of myth. The towering sea serpent Svalgur is perched 

high above, overlooking the entire structure, while locked in combat 

with a giant octopus – that is actually an expertly themed ProSlide 

Continuous BodyBOWL – with massive tentacles encircling the 

RideHOUSE®. The theming on the structure is elevated by intricate 

detail work that has been integrated into every element to maintain 

the level of immersion for guests. 



Hand-painted theming on the water slides ensures they effortlessly blend into the 
structure, while the large fiberglass tipping bucket that holds the appearance of 
being constructed from wooden planks heightens the experience.

Subtle details like hand-carved Viking shields, guardrails and wood planks deepen 
the immersion and cement the fantasy experience is fully realized.

 A tunnel that serves as a bridge between sections is designed to appear as 
though it’s constructed from whale bones.

Precise animatronic engineering enables Svalgur’s head to move and spray up to 
200 gallons per minute of water from four nozzles inside its mouth. Guests can 
even take the reigns and control the sea serpent’s head on their own, thanks to the 
integration of advanced technology.



High-Performance Water Rides That Amplify  
the Experience
Svalgurok’s industry-leading theming is matched by the expertly 

engineered ProSlide water rides that make up the its ride mix. 

An astounding mix of 10 tracks of high-performance ProSlide 

Water Rides are anchored to it, providing a multitude of thrilling 

experiences in a single location. Rides like the two-lane competitive 

ProRACER® let riders of any size race their friends in a high-speed 

dash to the finish line. And with the addition of three TWISTERS and 

four KIDZ TWISTERS, riders of any age can enjoy the classic, open-

flume experience as they accelerate into turns and high-banking 

loops. Guests will marvel at the diverse entertainment options 

available that truly provide something for everyone.



Vision and Design that Transform Aquatic Play
No strangers to grand vision, Europa-Park’s newest addition 

to Rulantica exceeds every expectation that came before and 

completely transforms the world of aquatic play. Subtle details, 

intricate theming, captivating storytelling, gargantuan sea monsters 

and high-performance water rides all work in tandem to make 

Rulantica’s Svalgurok truly transformational.


